Abstract—It is often argued that the bias hidden in Social Media data prevent from using them for any statistical inference. In this paper, we investigate the practicability of a new method for predicting electoral outcomes that is less affected by demographics and self-selection bias. In particular, we put in place a first test to understand which social network analysis metrics can exhibit positive correlation with electoral success. Our analysis is not intended to use social media audience as a sample of the whole electorate but just as a sample of the supporters of a candidate. In conclusion, we speculate on the information we can extract measuring the social network of the groups of supporters. Essentially, we get an overview on the variety and extent of the segments of the population represented in these groups, and this probably correlates with the capacity to attract consensus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Everyday social media provide a formidable trail of human activities and preferences. The magnitude of records and the detail level of the information produced has instigated the fascinating idea that it is possible to predict real world outcomes from the analysis of social media. One of the most attractive area for testing the issue is related to electoral predictions, where we have both high public attention and empirical proof of the validity of the predictions.

But the feasibility of this idea is controversial. Despite the fact that in the last years several studies focused on this issue and most of them reported positive results [1], [19], [9], [8], [16], [14], [2], we lack of consolidated approaches to be replicated in order to gain statistical evidence of the validity of these predictions. In particular, several authors have criticized current studies because of a superficial or weak application of the scientific method [13], [11], [6]. The most relevant deficiencies reported are:

- Lack of a standard method; for example in measuring user preferences and opinions or in testing predictions on a valid baseline.
- Demographics bias is disregarded. Even if it is well known that social media are not a random sample of the population; for instance not every active user is eligible to vote, and geographical fitting cannot be controlled.
- Self-selection bias is ignored. Even if it is well known that there is a silent majority that is inactive, or some controversial issues can get more attention than others that also impact on voter’s deliberation.

Our aim with this paper is to investigate the practicability of a new method for predicting electoral outcomes that is not affected by demographics and self-selection bias. Our idea is that the analysis of the social network of the supporters of a candidate can give information on that candidate’s ability to attract consensus from the electorate. Hence, our analysis is not intended to use social media audience as a sample of the whole electorate but just as a sample of the supporters of a candidate. In particular, our idea is to consider Social Network Analysis (SNA) metrics to evaluate the variety of population segments represented in the group of supporters. Therefore, the hypothesis we have to verify is if we are allowed to assume the correlation between some properties of the social network of the supporters groups and the electoral outcome.

Our study was conducted on a selection of local elections carried out during the Italian municipal campaign of 2011. We identified all the cases where Facebook groups of supporters of at least the two most important candidates were available and we analyzed the social network of these groups. Our analysis was performed first by constructing the adjacency matrix of the groups of supporters. Then we calculated seven common social network metrics for verifying if the orientation of some of these metrics constantly recurs in association with the group of supporters of the elected candidate. In our study the Connected Components and the Average Path Length metrics presented a constant positive orientation in the groups supporting the elected candidates, while the Graph Density presented a constant negative orientation in the groups supporting the elected candidates.
We conclude that the approach tested is promising and it is eligible to be applied in a deeper investigation. Due to the limited number of cases analyzed\(^1\), we cannot claim that our study provides any specific evidence on the validity of the method proposed. Nevertheless, we consider our research is an original contribution, especially when it identifies a new approach that can encompass the limitations of the current research approaches. In particular, by moving the focus from using social media as a sample of the whole population, using them as a sample of the candidate’s supporters. This way, the group of supporter can be studied from the point of view of its components.

The paper is structured in the following way. In section II we provide an overview of the state of the art on the topic. In section III we describe the research method we applied, the data collected and the analysis performed. In section IV we go to conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

The connections between social media and political orientation was investigated with increasing intensity in the last years. In [1] the authors have found that linkage patterns among bloggers reflect the blogosphere along party lines, and this suggested that the users’ activities on social media can be considered as a reflection of the political orientation of a population. In [17] the authors propose an analysis on the 2007 French presidential election, concluding that the simple count of candidates’ mentions in the press was a better predictor of electoral success than many election polls. Williams and Gulati deeply investigated the correlation among the number of supporters generated on Facebook and other indicators relevant to the U.S. elections [18], [19], [20]. For instance, they observed that, in general, Democrats have more supporters than Republicans, incumbents more than challengers, an higher number of college educated citizen in the electoral district is positively correlated to the number of candidates’ supporters, as well as the quality of the activity produced on the Facebook page. In [8] and [9] social network analysis is applied to rank candidates in a political election. The method proposed uses Google to construct a network of the mentions related to candidates and assign a score based on the betweenness of the interconnected website containing these mentions. In [16] the authors analyzed the German federal election in 2009. Based on the results obtained, they claim that the mere number of tweets reflects voter preferences with accuracy close to the election polls made during this campaign. However, there is also literature which questioned the validity of the prediction models proposed. In [6], Gayo-Avello proposes a survey on studies about the predictive power of twitter data underlining several limitations in the research methods adopted in the revised literature, in particular due to lack of estimators for the bias between the true electorate and the data mined from social media. However, certain studies propose methodologies to set up estimators. In [2] and [15] the authors underline that merely counting the tweets is not sufficient for electoral predictions and propose to improve the quality of data collection by performing sentiment analysis. This way it is possible to distinguish generic interest from explicit consensus. In [4] the focus is on exploiting socio-demographics and census information to correct the bias in the online data. In [12] the authors propose a general method for assessing the relevance of the expressed opinions according to the different behaviors adopted by users in generating content, which expresses different level of engagement.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

As explained, the current research brings attention to the need for handling the bias of social media data. In order to contribute to exploring approaches encompassing this problem, our proposal is to consider the social media users not as a sample of the population but as a sample of the supporters of a candidate. Therefore, we are not interested in building predictions based on the mere dimension of this group, whereas the aim is mining the structure of the group to have an estimation on the spread over the whole population. Thus, we propose to focus on the social network of the supporters of a candidate to obtain information on his/her capacity to attract consensus from the whole electorate.

A. Research Challenge

In particular, our aim is to put in place a first test to understand which social network analysis metrics can exhibit a positive correlation with the electoral success. The procedure we followed includes: the identification of a group of supporters, the construction of the social network of this group, the evaluation of a set of metrics, the correlation analysis among the orientation of these metrics and the electoral success. The set of metrics we selected for our test included: Average Degree (AD), Network Diameter (ND), Graph Density (GD), Modularity (M), Connected Components (CC), Avg. Clustering Coefficient (ACC), Avg. Path Length (APL) [3].

B. Data Collection

To identify the group of supporters of a candidate we are required to distinguish among the users that are connected to the candidate through the social media simply because of the attention generated by the candidate\(^2\) or because of a specific interest in supporting the candidate. As seen in section II, sentiment analysis techniques can be adopted for mining the orientation of users. But because the accuracy achieved by these techniques is debatable, we decided to adopt a more straightforward approach. Our analysis focused on Facebook

---

\(^1\) And to the fact that we limited our investigation to a single campaign were the political orientation of the electorate was clearly determinate.

\(^2\) Note that attention can be both positively or negatively oriented.
groups that by definition collect users willing to cooperate on a common task. When accepted as a member of a group it is possible to use the Facebook graph API to access the list of the members of a group and then their friends with a degree that depend on the policy settings of each user. This way we can construct the adjacency matrix representing the social network of a group and calculate the metrics listed in section III-A based on these data.

Our survey was conducted during the Italian Municipal Campaign of 2011. Focusing on a Municipal Campaign we had the opportunity to test several cases at the same time. Moreover, as the approach we followed focused on Facebook groups of supporters, we were required to restrict our tests to cases where Facebook groups of supporters of the two most important candidates were available. We then identified two primary elections: Crema and Palermo, and three elections for office: Milan, Naples and Turin.

C. Data Analysis

The dimension of the data under analysis does not allow us to infer any information on the coherence among the results of our metrics and the political consensus. For this reason we limit our analysis testing different metrics as predictors of the final outcome.

For each election we collected the results of the tested metrics as reported in table I, that shows the case of Milan.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>SNA Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisapia</td>
<td>16.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moratti</td>
<td>61.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compare these data we have to apply a standardization procedure. All these different metrics span over different numerical ranges, moreover the scale (size and density) of the networks analyzed impact on these ranges. For this reason we implemented a procedure involving a non-linear transformation and a statistical normalization, following the approach proposed in [10]. The normalized values of the tested metrics are shown in table II.

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>SNA Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisapia</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moratti</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

associated to the elected candidate we report 1, if not we report 0. As It can be observed the Connected Components and the Average Path Length metrics present a constant positive orientation in the groups supporting the elected candidates, while the Graph Density presents a constant negative orientation in the groups supporting the elected candidates. In our opinion these results can be explained as indicators of the variety in the community of supporters that in turn may be proportional to the width of impact of a candidate on the whole electorate. With Connected Components we have an indicator of how many components in the network have more connections inside the component than outside. The Average Path Length is an indicator of the distance among the nodes belonging to a network and has grater values with networks divided in weakly connected areas. The Graph Density is a measure of the ratio of the number of connections and the number of possible connections, so we have lower values when the network is divided in different sub-communities. If we consider that in social network analysis it is common to interpret the similarity between nodes based on the number of shared neighbors, we understand that all these metrics express the variety within the community of supporters. A visual representation of the social network of supporters for the two candidates to the office in Milan is depicted in fig. 1 and 2. The network is displayed graphically as a set of nodes with different colors and sizes. The node’s size depends on the Betweenness Centrality score [5], i.e. the number of nodes directly or indirectly connected to individual nodes. In detail, the networks depicted show two different situations: in the Pisapia’s case we have a single node that joins all the others, emphasizing its ability to communicate with the entire group, as a leader; in the Moratti’s case we have two nodes above the average that are the two pillars along which communications move between individual nodes. The color is decided by the Connected Component score, each component is identified by a different color that represents a different community in support of the candidate. A simple visual analysis of these networks shows that we have a quite clear division of components supporting the candidate Moratti, because the colors are limited and nodes grouped around colors, while the picture for the candidate Pisapia is more confusing, due to the large number of components (it

3Facebook groups are similar to Facebook pages but contain a different set of features. Groups are a way of enabling a number of people to come together online to share information and discuss specific subjects. The administrators can take a group close or open. Depending on this the membership is up for approval or not and the content posted on the wall is restricted to members or not.

4Facebook’s privacy policy changed many times over the years, for this reason there is no assurance the process we followed will be reproducible in the future.

5In particular this was obtained by running the Netvizz application.

6More details on these elections are available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_local_elections_2011

7Where the notion of neighbor can be parametrized with the relations to be followed (usually friendship), the number of relations to be considered (k-nearest-neighbor) and the number of hops accepted (typically two options are considered: friends or friends-of-friends).
is often hard to perceive the difference between one color and the other) and the presence of links between them.

### Table III
**Tests on Social Network Analysis Metrics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested Election</th>
<th>SNA Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crema</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palermo</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naples</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Due to the approach followed and to the source of data selected (Facebook groups) the number of cases analyzed does not allow us to consider this test statistically significant. In addition the data collected are affected by the specific settings in the Facebook privacy policies of group’s members. We are perfectly aware of these limitations but we considered this test as an useful clue that indicate one promising track to be followed in future studies.

We also think that this work should be considered as a contribution to the broad variety of studies that are proposing novel approaches to deal with the bias hidden in social media data. In particular we conjecture that relevant information could be obtained by analyzing the social network of a group of users expressing preferences and opinions. In effect, the social network can tell us if one group is self-referential or not, if it is representative of a restricted number of segments of the population or if it represents a variety of different segments.

This research line needs deeper investigation in at least two directions. On one side it is necessary to test this method on a wide set of examples, to get statistical evidence. On the other side it necessary to improve the quality of the analysis made on the social network, following, for instance, approaches based on consensus emergence.
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8For instance a Cochran’s Q test gives a result of 4.39, that is far short of the threshold.
Figure 1. Visual Representation of the SN of the supporters of Pisapia.

Figure 2. Visual Representation of the SN of the supporters of Moratti.

